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The roadmap is of course expected to evolve according to the
progress of the project as well as the legal framework.
The community will nevertheless be informed of any changes.
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FEASIBILITY STUDY

Study of the cryptocurrency market
Search for a lawyer specializing in digital
asset law
Research and information on the legal
framework in France of crypto-currencies
/ tokens
Information concerning the AMF (Autorité
des marchés financiers)
Study of the type of company needed to
launch our project
Analysis of the financial and human needs
necessary for the launch of a Token

HTTPS://NXT-TOKEN.COM

Before embarking on the creation of our
token, we had to do a study of the legal
framework. To do this, we contacted several
lawyers who are experts in crypto-assets.
All our research and professional statements
converge on this observation:
Under French law, cryptocurrencies do not
have a clear legal status and are not
recognized as financial instruments. As a
result, crypto-currencies are not currently
regulated.
(Source: economie.gouv.fr)
We decide to provide for the creation of a
Simplified Joint Stock Company (SAS), as
well as the declaration to the AMF some time
after the launch of our token, as this will be
necessary to link the NXT Token to the
market place project.
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The brands plan to invest more than 12 billion
and a half euros in influencer marketing for
2022 and 60% of the population owns one or
more social networks, this finding leads us to
think that this market is buoyant.
Influencer marketing seems to us to
correspond to our skills, to the current
market trend, but also to the prerequisites
mentioned by our legal advisor (For example:
the creation of an exchange platform like
Safemoon, implies more legal constraints if
you want to do a project respecting the
French legal framework).
We are therefore starting in-depth research
on the influencer marketing market and find
that a matchmaking platform is quite
possible and would meet a real need on the
part of many companies.
We are therefore starting to set up a forecast
in order to have a more concrete and clear
vision of what our platform could be once
launched on the market.
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DÉFINITION DU PROJET

Influencer Marketing Market Research
Development of the brand / Influencers
marketplace concept.
Find and compare similar projects
Information from our legal counsel
Consultation and opinion of knowledge
evolving in the world of influencers
Study of the needs of companies
concerning marketing in the broad sense
Research statistics on influencer
marketing.
Creation of a forecast
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CREATION OF THE
MEDIA ECOSYSTEM

Creation / Filling of a professional
Facebook page
Creation / filling of an Instagram page
Creation / filling of a Twitter page
Creating / Filling a Reddit page
Creation / Filling of a Medium page
Creation / Filling of a Telegram
information channel and several
multilingual groups
Website creation

Even before starting the creation of our
website and hoping to save some time in our
project.
We have started creating and filling social
networks with many informative publications.
This allows us to start presenting the project
and bring a community together quickly.
Our vision being that we wanted, in parallel
with the creation of the website (which will
be more time-consuming to create), to be
able to continue to publish daily and allow
our community to grow and remain active
during this time.
Obviously, our informative publications also
allow us to have initial feedback on the
project and thus allow us to take them into
account to improve it and create a website
accordingly.

Optimization and securing of the website

HTTPS://NXT-TOKEN.COM
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NXT LAUNCH

Creation of the NXT smart contract
0x8e428aa75b271ebf905db7e3f297045
3e976481e Deployment on the Binance
Smart Chain network and verification of it
Addition of the liquidity pool with the
equivalent of $ 7,000 in BNB and 100% of
the supply of Next Token NXT
(100,000,000,000 NXT)
Locking of the liquidity pool until April
30, 2022 at 8:15 p.m. which we will
extend shortly
Video of a YouTube influencer to present
our project a few hours before the launch
+ 10k subscribers

The smart contract was immediately checked
and posted a few hours before the launch so
that the whole community could analyze it
and make sure that everything had been
respected.
We opted for a fair-launch listing by adding
all of the tokens in the liquidity with the
restrictions mentioned in order to limit as
much as possible the risks of whales, bots
and other possibilities of harming the project
with a bad distribution of the supply.
For this, it was planned to limit purchases as
well as sales up to 0.2% of the total supply
per wallet, a delay of 5 minutes between each
transaction and finally a limit of 0.6%
maximum token possession per wallet. .
Liquidity was locked in right after the token
was deployed.

Anti-whale system active at launch
0.20% (200,000,000 NXT) maximum buy
/ sell, 5-minute countdown between each
transaction one and 0.60% possession on
the same wallet
AMA (Ask Me Anything) on the French
group Traderbotrevolution 24 hours
before launch

HTTPS://NXT-TOKEN.COM
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The deployment of the token is now
complete, so we are planning a first
marketing campaign in a short, condensed
and very short time frame.
Why do you do it this way?
Quite simply, because the launch and the few
days which follow it are quite often decisive
for a token.

MEDIA CAMPAIGN 1

Promotion of the token by crypto
influencers
Production of youtube videos
Publications on specialized blogs

The effect of FOMO is at its peak during this
short period and it is important to know how
to use this lever in order to attract new
holders more easily.

Advertisements via dynamic banners on
specialized sites
Promotion via Binance smart chain

This is why we are planning various
collaborations with influencers (Youtube,
Instagram and Twitter) as well as various
AMAs on Telegram groups for a period of two
to four weeks from the launch date, all at the
greatest possible pace ( Depend on our
marketing portfolio).
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Highlight Poocoin / Dextools
Listing Coingecko / CoinMarketCap
Community consolidation
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PLATFORM MOCKUP V1

Ergonomic and technical study
Production of various visuals and videos
Creation of the wireframe (user / business
side)
Analysis of the financial and necessary
needs for the creation of the platform
Mapping of data flow / API relationship (s)
First phase of user testing

The launch of such a platform is not to be
taken lightly. Indeed, it must be easily usable
by users, but above all sufficiently robust and
scalable so as to be able to incorporate the
functional overlays that will be deployed over
the long term.
At first glance, we will focus on PWA /
ReactJS coupled with PostgreSQL, commonly
used for datamining, machine learning, and
AI.
Due to the strong scalability constraint
associated with the project, we will certainly
opt for an architecture under Google Cloud
Platform with a Load Balancer & the
Kubernetes master, which will themselves
feed 3 "workers" replicated on 3 separate
datacenters.
This API approach within the infrastructure
will make it easier to add other
functionalities.

HTTPS://NXT-TOKEN.COM
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Selecting the right influencer is the most
crucial point in the success of an influencer
marketing campaign.
An influencer with 100,000 followers with a
low engagement rate will be less effective
than an influencer with only 30,000
followers but 10X more engagement /
credibility rate with their community.
In order to allow a better segmentation of
influencers and to facilitate the choice,
various filter options will be put in place.

ALGORITHME DE
NOTATION V1

Management of the API relationship in
order to be able to retrieve and aggregate
the necessary data
Machine learning
Implementation of the various data
segments
Infrastructure / scaling test

It will therefore of course be possible to filter
by theme (food, beauty, etc.), but also by
engagement rate, responsiveness,
availability, conversion rate, turnover
generated ...

Creation of the anti-fraud system
(verification of the impact of previous
collaborations of the influencer)
Recruitment of an AI expert

During V1, the algorithm will run on machine
learning. Once the data volumes are
sufficient, we will migrate to deep learning.
The algorithm will also make it possible to
filter influencers who have been victims of
bad buzz (fraudulent communication, etc.)

HTTPS://NXT-TOKEN.COM
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PLATFORM LAUNCH
CAMPAIGN

Implementation of an omnichannel
campaign to reach both influencers and
companies
Facebook - instagram - pinterest
advertising targeted by theme
Use of various google advertising levers
Sponsored publications in dedicated
media (JDN ...)
Emailing campaigns on B2B files
Competition game
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Before the launch of the Beta version of the
influencer marketing platform, an advertising
campaign targeting companies and
influencers will be implemented using
various levers.
The first selected users will benefit from free
lifetime access to the platform as well as
coaching from influencer marketing experts.
This campaign will be particularly segmented
so that we can have a representative sample
of influencers in each theme.
The influencer being the guarantor of the
success of the campaign, we will ensure this
throughout the project; that all the
influencers present on our platform
correspond to the quality criteria previously
established (promotion of legitimate
products, customer satisfaction, etc.).
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For the launch of the beta version of the
platform, we want to focus primarily on the
France / United States markets.

BETA PLATFORM
FRANCE / USA

The USA is the birthplace of influencer
marketing, what could be more legitimate for
the launch of an influencer marketing
platform.

Strengthening of the technical team

As for France, we could not consider delaying
the deployment of our platform in a country
where the offer is currently totally nonexistent.

Several waves of integration of new
influencers

The objective of this beta test phase will be
to sufficiently enrich our databases so as to
be able to develop our platform as well as the
algorithms associated with it in V2.

Ongoing marketing campaign

Allows data collection / learning
algorithms

Establishment of a quality service

A quality department will be quickly created,
in addition to the "anti-fraud" algorithm in
order to ensure the quality level of the
influencers registered on the platform.
In the event of a breach of the previously
contractual obligations, the influencer will be
suspended from access to the platform.

HTTPS://NXT-TOKEN.COM
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RECRUITING
INFLUENCERS

Telephone prospecting
Email Campaign
Prospecting via social networks
Win-win sponsorship

Once the platform is launched, we will need
to list more and more influencers on our
platform so that we can enrich our
algorithms with qualified data.
Influencers will be approached via phone,
email, sms, on social networks and will be
invited to discover the platform.
We will implement several levers to promote
sponsorship between influencers so that they
all have an interest in using the platform
more and more. Whether through exclusive
services, visibility or even a share of the
income generated by their referrals.
If the registration is validated by our
services, the sponsor will receive advantages
depending on the number of members
accepted (increased visibility on the
platform, marketing advice, etc.).

HTTPS://NXT-TOKEN.COM
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As the demand from businesses is already
strong, it will be rather easy to get them to
join the project.
In order to accelerate the take-off of the
platform, we will be speaking to companies
directly, but also to marketing agencies,
themselves subject to the same problems:
finding the right influencer for their
campaigns.
Partnering with marketing agencies will also
significantly increase the number of
businesses using the platform.
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B2B PROSPECTING MARKETING AGENCIES

Hiring of a dedicated sales representative
Targeting of companies active in
influencer marketing
Presence at various exhibitions related to
digital / influencer marketing
Establishment of partnerships with
marketing agencies
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PLATFORM /
ALGORITHM V2

Platform V2
Switching to the deep learning model
Creation of a team of customer success
managers
Improved ranking of influencers by
adding new criteria (turnover generated
...)
Adding personalized recommendations
Tracking conversions attributable to
influencers
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The successful beta test phase will allow us
to evolve the platform.
Thanks to the quantities of data previously
collected, we will be able to migrate from the
machine learning model to deep learning.
This learning model will allow our AI to
become more efficient and thus to offer after analysis of social networks / the
company's website - personalized
recommendations.
In order to optimize the success of the
campaigns set up via the platform, a team of
customer success managers will be set up
with the mission of supporting customers
wishing to set up their campaign.
We will also integrate a tracking system to
follow the turnover generated by the
campaigns.
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Once the V2 of the platform is launched, we
will make it accessible to the rest of Europe.
Thanks to the constant flow of users, our AI
will become more and more relevant and will
allow us to be always more efficient in our
recommendations.
We will open access to the platform country
by country in the order shown opposite.

LAUNCH REST OF
EUROPE

German market opening
Market opening Italy
Spain market opening
Scandinavian market opening

You will certainly notice that some countries
have been intentionally left off the list for
the time being.

UK market opening

Indeed, for the moment, we wish to prioritize
the countries where we know the present
demand.
Nevertheless, we do not rule out the
possibility of opening these markets soon.

HTTPS://NXT-TOKEN.COM
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CREATION OF A NXT
ADVERTISING AGENCY

Integration of the Next Token within a
multi-thematic advertising ecosystem
Support for companies in their acquisition
strategies
Development of a non-intrusive
advertising ecosystem (no pop-up ads ...),
no ads in the middle of your favorite
guitar solo on YouTube ...
Pay-for-performance model

In the medium / long term, our objective is to
contribute to the evolution of the advertising
system, while adding an "ethical" touch:
We will carefully monitor the type of projects
promoted by our management and strongly
favor projects with a positive economic and
social impact.
To do this, you will find below some examples
of features
- Filtering of the advertising portfolio
(control of the places where the advertiser
appears)
- Non-intrusive advertising formats
- No dropshipping / scams promotion
- No resale of personal data will be made

HTTPS://NXT-TOKEN.COM
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In the continuity of the opening of our
advertising agency, we want to open a
marketing agency.
Small peculiarity, we will devote part of our
activity to the promotion of high impact
projects (creating value, employment without destroying anything).
Based on the experience we will have
acquired during the Next project, we will be
delighted to share it with other young shoots
in the world of decentralized finance.

CREATION OF NXT
MARKETING AGENCY

Project support
Deployment of a specialized
decentralized multiblockchain finance
division
Time-based compensation model

Further information will be communicated to
you as the project progresses.
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